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The evaluation of the components used to construct a free space digital optical processor is presented. This processor is based on a gate-level optical interconnect utilizing symmetric self-electro-optic effect devices (S-SEEDs) and vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs). The evaluation of both the S-SEED devices and the electronics necessary to drive the microlaser array is performed. The design and construction of a diffractive optic interconnect is also presented.
1.0 INTRODUCTION

The increasing need for high speed processing systems has led to the development of new technologies to help answer this requirement. As a result, electronic gate feature sizes have shrunk while the resulting gate switching speeds and on chip packing densities have increased. The interconnection of these gates, however, has become a limiting factor as electronic interconnects approach their fundamental limits. This is due to the increased power consumption, impedance mismatching, crosstalk, and dispersion problems caused by increasing the packing densities and speed of electronic gates.

The use of optical interconnects may alleviate the interconnection bottleneck experienced with electronic interconnects.\(^1\) Optical interconnects offer several attractive advantages. For example, since photons do not interfere with each other, optical interconnects may cross without signal interference. Optical interconnects do not exhibit the capacitive loading and mutual interference effects present in electronic interconnects. Also, optical interconnects out of plane allow for a high degree of fan-out between processing elements.

Interconnects, in general, are constructed in a hierarchical fashion. The type of interconnect used depends upon the interconnect level and the specific architecture being implemented. Optical interconnects have been proposed for use at the chip, board, and rack levels in many different types of architectures.\(^2,\,3,\,4,\,5\) In all of these schemes, the optical interconnect generally consists of a source, detector, and a channel which provides the actual interconnection.
between the source and detector. Sources and modulators such as laser diodes, vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs), and quantum well modulators such as the symmetric self-electro-optic effect device (S-SEED)\textsuperscript{6} exist in array formats. Likewise, high speed detectors exist in array formats as well as interconnects such as two dimensional microlens arrays or Dammann gratings.

The work presented here focuses on a gate to gate level interconnect as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1-1. The figure is a representation of a 3-D optical processor in which cascaded arrays of optical logic gates or smart pixel devices are interconnected optically in free space. At each processing plane, binary 1's and 0's are created by modulating the intensities of the free space optical signals. Optical interconnects then guide these signals to successive planes.

![3-D optical computing model](image)

**Fig. 1-1 3-D optical computing model**
In this effort the various components needed to produce a free space optical processor of a related effort which also follows the model of Fig 1-1 were explored. In section two of this report the characterization of S-SEEDs, which were used as the optical logic gates, is discussed. In sections three and four the theory and fabrication of diffractive microlens arrays are presented. Such diffractive elements are one possible candidate for forming the interconnect channels needed to steer optical signals from plane to plane. VCSEL based optical sources are discussed in section five. Conclusions follow in section six.

2.0 SEED EVALUATION

S-SEEDs consist of two SEEDs connected in series. Device inputs and outputs are both composed of a pair of beams, with each input beam focused on a SEED window. In this symmetric configuration, one SEED window is in a high reflectivity state, while the other is in a low reflectivity state. If the power of both of the input beams is equal, the state of the S-SEED is read-out and remains unchanged. If, however, the high reflectivity window is illuminated with more power than the low reflectivity window it is connected to, the state of the S-SEED toggles with the reflectivities of the windows interchanged.

Experiments concentrated on studying S-SEED device operation, and performing device evaluation from a systems perspective. A diagnostic microscope setup was designed and constructed for this purpose. This is schematically represented in Fig 2-1. Melles Griot 850 nm laser diodes were
used for laser diodes LD1 and LD2. The diodes were packaged in sealed assemblies which contained both TE coolers for wavelength stability and anamorphic optics to provide collimated output. The laser diodes were oriented so that their polarizations would be orthogonal to each other; LD1 was polarized in the s-direction and LD2 was polarized in the p-direction. These two beams where then combined at polarization beam splitter PBS1 as shown in the figure. Halfwave plates were used in front of the lasers to rotate their polarizations and thus control the amount of power coupled into the rest of the system by PBS1. The power rejected by PBS1 was incident on detector D1 and was used to calibrate incident power falling on the devices. The two collimated beams passed into the system by PBS1 traveled through lenses L1 and L2, beam splitter BS2, and entered a 7.79 mm focal length Fujinon objective lens. This infinity corrected objective focused the collimated beams into diffraction limited
spots on the windows of a S-SEED device. Alignment of the beams from LD1 and LD2 onto the SEEDs was accomplished by angularly translating the position of LD1 using PBS1 so that it could be aligned on a S-SEED relative to LD2. Lenses L1 and L2 were used as relay lenses to handle off axis collection and help reduce vignetting over large tuning fields. The angular translations produced from PBS1 were then translated into spatial translations of the focused spots by the objective lens. The beams were aligned such that the s-polarized light from LD1 was focused on the left window of the S-SEED and the p-polarized light from LD2 was focused on the right window of the device. Since the objective was infinity corrected, the outputs reflected off the S-SEED were collimated after passing back through the objective. Beam splitter BS2 then split the output into two paths. The upper path consisted of imaging optics, a CCD camera, and a LED. The imaging optics and CCD camera allowed the visual alignment of the beams from LD1 and LD2 onto the S-SEED windows and provided the ability to view the output from the device. The LED provided incoherent illumination for the microscope system thus allowing the devices to be viewed. The second path from BS2 returned the beams back to the front of the system to BS1. At BS1 the output was reflected to a polarization sensitive detector assembly consisting of PBS2 and two silicon detectors. PBS2 directed the s-polarized light from the left SEED window onto detector D3. Likewise, the p-polarized light from the right SEED window was directed onto detector D4. This allowed for a mechanism to perform measurements based on the reflectivities of each window in a S-SEED device.

Measurements involving wavelength were performed using a Wavemeter
scanning Fabre-Perot interferometer which received its signal via beamsplitter BS2. The wavelengths of the two laser diodes used were individually measured by this path blocking one laser diode at a time. Several measurements were made to verify reproducibility of laser wavelength for a given drive current level. The output wavelengths were found to be repeatable. A spectrum analyzer was later used in place of the wavemeter to examine mode hopping behavior of the drive lasers. Mode hoping occurred severely at a drive current of 25 mA for both lasers. This behavior was confirmed by the manufacture's data.

After the drive lasers were characterized, the next series of experiments dealt with basic S-SEED switching. Using an HP4145B semiconductor parameter analyzer, the devices were first forward biased to confirm that the devices were functional. Forward biasing a S-SEED causes its windows to luminance. The devices were then reversed biased and switching was demonstrated using the diagnostic microscope discussed above. S-SEED switching was accomplished by leaving the output of LD1 constant and then increasing the power of LD2 until it was greater than that of LD1, causing the S-SEED to switch. The device was then toggled back into the opposite state by lowering the power on LD2 to the point where switching occurred again. Device switching was observed visually via the CCD camera. Switching was also observed electronically using detectors D3 and D4.

A thermo-electric cooler unit was designed and built to keep the SEEDs at a constant temperature. SEED contrast ratio experiments were then performed. The wavelengths of both drive lasers were set to be as close as possible (limited
to three significant digits) for this experiment. The SEED reflectivity was measured first with the device in the high state. The device was then switched and measured in the low state. From this method, peak contrast was measured at approximately 851 nm. Experiments were performed over a wavelength range of 849-854 nm as shown in Fig. 2-2.

![Wavelength vs. Contrast Ratio](image)
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Fig 2-2. SEED contrast versus wavelength measurements

The same tests were performed on three different SEEDs on the same array. As shown in Fig 2-3, the same behavior was observed for different SEEDs on the same array.
3.0 DIFFRACTIVE LENS THEORY

3.1 Binary Diffractive Lenses

A binary diffractive lens may be thought of as a Fresnel Zone Plate (FZP) implemented as a phase structure.\(^8\) Instead of modulating the transmission characteristics of an incident beam by blocking every other zone like in the FZP, the phase Fresnel lens consists of transparent zones where the thickness of alternating zones is modulated instead. This phase modulation between successive zones causes the amplitude of light from each zone arriving at point P to be positive and allows the coherent summation of all the amplitudes from each zone at point P. Hence a phase Fresnel lens will have double the
amplitude and four times the irradiance at point P than an absorptive FZP.

The radii for each zone in a FZP can be calculated by considering a FZP illuminated by a monochromatic plane wave (Figure 3-1). The focal length of the plate at wavelength $\lambda$ is $f$ and its radius is $r_m$, which is the radius of the $m$th or last zone of the plate. The optical path difference (OPD) between a ray going through the center of the plate and one from the edge is given by,

$$\text{OPD} = \sqrt{r_m^2 + f^2} - f.$$  \hspace{1cm} 3.1

The incident plane wave is thus converted into a converging wave with a resulting phase retardation of

$$\phi = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \left( \sqrt{r_m^2 + f^2} - f \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} 3.2

The zone theory of Fresnel states that the phase difference from the center of the lens to the $m$th zone must be equal to a multiple of $\pi$. Setting Equation 3.2 equal to $\pm m$, and solving for $r_m$, the radius of the $m$th zone, gives,
\[ r_m = \sqrt{\left(\frac{m \lambda}{2}\right)^2 + m \lambda f} \]  \hspace{1cm} 3.3

The maximum number of zones for a given focal length and radius is calculated by solving Equation 3.2 for \( m \), the number of zones,

\[ m = \frac{2}{\lambda} \left( \sqrt{r_m^2 + f^2} - f \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} 3.4

These equations describe the parameters needed to construct a phase Fresnel zone plate or binary diffractive lens. The term binary lens arises from the two level phase structure (zero and \( \pi \)) of the lens as illustrated in Figure 3-2. It consists of transparent circular zones with a square wave profile. The thickness change between alternating zones induces the necessary \( \pi \) phase shift between successive zones. Because of its symmetry, the binary lens directs equal amounts of incident light into the +1 and -1 orders. The resulting diffraction efficiency of a binary lens is 40.5%.

![Figure 3-2 Cross section of binary diffractive lens.](image)
Figure 3-3  (a) Phase profile of refractive lens.  (b) mod $2\pi$ phase profile of kinoform.
3.2 Multi-level Diffractive Lenses

A blazed diffraction grating is designed to direct all incident light into a desired diffraction order. A kinoform is a computer generated holographic version of a blazed grating which can be made to act as a lens.\(^9\)\(^,\)\(^10\) A kinoform can be thought of as a phase FZP made as a blazed structure which results in a high efficiency diffractive lens.\(^11\) Since the function of the kinoform is to perform as a lens, it is expected that the transmittance function and phase profile of the kinoform will be similar to that of a conventional refractive lens.\(^12\) The phase profile of a refractive lens is quadratic and is given by,\(^13\)

\[
\phi = \exp \left[ -j \frac{k}{2f} (x^2 + y^2) \right].
\]  

[3.5]

The phase profile of a kinoform is defined as modulo 2\(\pi\) of the phase profile of the refractive lens; i.e. every time the phase profile of the refractive lens reaches a multiple of 2\(\pi\), the phase of the kinoform returns abruptly to zero (Figure 3-3). The theoretical diffraction efficiency of a kinoform is 100% since it has an ideal blazed profile that directs all incident light into the first diffraction order. However, the continuous structure makes the kinoform difficult to produce.

To facilitate in the production of diffractive lenses, we may approximate the continuous kinoform profile with that of a quantized step profile.\(^14\) Figure 3-4a is an example of a 2 level approximation to a continuous phase profile. Likewise, Figure 3-4b illustrates a
Figure 3-4  (a) Binary approximation to kinoform (b) 4 level approximation.
four level approximation. As the number of quantized steps, N, increases, the lens more closely approximates the continuous kinoform phase profile and the diffraction efficiency of the element will approach 100%.

As will be discussed in more detail later, a multilevel diffractive lens is fabricated using a set of binary masks. Each mask produces two phase levels. Thus, M masks are needed to produce $2^M = N$ phase levels. A two step (N=2) binary lens therefore only requires a single mask, a four level element (N=4) requires two masks and similarly for N=M.

The transition points for the boundaries of each zone in a multilevel element are calculated by examining the phase function given by Equation 3.2. For the case of the binary lens already discussed, the zone boundaries were determined by setting Equation 3.2 equal to multiples of π to satisfy the zone theory of Fresnel. It can be seen from Figure 3.4 that the size of these zone boundaries decreases as the number of levels increases. With each successive mask, the zone widths decrease by a factor of two, and two more phase levels are added. Since every mask produces 2 phase levels, the boundary of each zone occurs when the phase function in Equation 3.2 equals $\pi/M$. Equivalently this may be expressed as

$$\phi = \left(\frac{2\pi}{\lambda} \sqrt{r_m^2 + f^2} \cdot r\right) = \frac{m\pi}{2^{M-1}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{3.6}

Solving Equation 3.6 for $r_m$ and $m$ as before gives the boundary for each zone and the maximum number of zones created by M masks,
\[ r_m = \sqrt{\left(\frac{m \lambda}{2^M}\right)^2 + \frac{f m \lambda}{2^{M-1}}} \quad 3.7 \]

\[ m = \frac{2^M}{\lambda} \left(\sqrt{2 \frac{r_m^2 + f^2}{m + f^2} - f}\right) \quad 3.8 \]

For \( M=1 \), a binary lens, Equations 3.7 and 3.8 reduce to Equations 3.3 and 3.4. Thus, Equations 3.7 and 3.8 may be used as a general description for a \( N \) level diffractive lens.

### 3.3 Fabrication

The zone boundaries for the desired \( N \) level diffractive lens are calculated for \( M \) masks using Equation 3.7. This data is then converted into a format that can be read by an electron beam writing machine. The electron beam writer approximates the circular zones of the diffractive lens by using chains of multi-sided polygons\(^{16} \) and creates a set of binary amplitude masks defining the structure of the lens. The resolution limit of the electron beam writer determines the smallest feature size possible for a diffractive lens. Fabrication technology limits the smallest multimask step size to approximately 0.5 \( \mu \text{m}.\)\(^{16} \) The minimum mask feature size for a diffractive lens with numerical aperture \( \text{NA} \) occurs at the lens edge on the \( M^{\text{th}} \) mask and is

\[ f_{\text{min}} = \frac{\lambda}{\text{NA} \times (2^M)}. \quad 3.9 \]

Thus the lens must be designed so \( f_{\text{min}} > 0.5 \mu \text{m}. \)

Contact printing is the next step in the fabrication of the diffractive lenses. A mask is illuminated with a deep ultraviolet light source which exposes the mask pattern into a layer of photoresist on a glass substrate as shown in Figure 3-5.
Assuming positive type resist, the regions of exposed photoresist under the clear portions of the mask dissolve upon chemical development leaving the unexposed portions of photoresist. The remaining photoresist pattern serves as mask stop for the etching process which follows.

The etching process dissolves away the glass substrate wherever there is no photoresist and thus transfers the pattern directly into the glass substrate. To induce the proper phase shift on an incident field, the depth of the surface relief pattern must be carefully controlled. If the glass substrate is treated as a plane parallel plate, the phase delay experienced by a field traveling through the glass is

\[ \phi = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} (n-1) d, \]

where \( n \) is the index of the substrate and \( d \) is its thickness. Setting this equal to \((2\pi/2^M)\), the phase height of a step for the \( M^{th} \) mask, and solving for the thickness \( d_M \) gives

\[ d_M = \frac{\lambda}{2^M(n-1)}. \]

This is the etch depth required after exposing mask number \( M \). After etching the substrate to this required depth, the remaining photoresist is removed. This process is then repeated \( M \) times for an \( N \) level element (since each mask produces 2 phase levels).
Figure 3-5 Fabrication process for binary lens. (a) mask exposure
(b) development (c) etch (d) photoresist removal.
4.0 EXPERIMENTAL FABRICATION AND TESTING

In this section, the experimental procedure developed for fabricating diffractive lenses via photolithography is presented. While photolithography is not the only method employed to fabricate diffractive lenses, it is a commonly used method and the one employed here.

4.1 Mask Generation

The first step in fabricating a diffractive lens by photolithography is to generate a mask set that physically describes the lens. Two, four level diffractive lens designs were produced. One set of lenses was designed to operate at a wavelength of 670 nm and the other to operate at a wavelength of 780 nm. Since the lenses were designed to contain four phase levels, each mask set consisted of two masks with alignment marks which were necessary to achieve proper registration between successive masks. Several different alignment marks were examined for use (Figure 4-1). A common element to each configuration is the use of symmetry (Since the human eye is very sensitive to detecting asymmetry in a high contrast pattern). Detection of asymmetry in the overlying alignment marks indicates misalignment between successive substrate exposures.
Figure 4-1 Three different alignment marks. The left column contains the alignment mark pairs. The center column shows the marks when they are aligned with each other. The right column illustrates when the marks are misaligned with respect to each other.
Lens arrays of 1x6 and 4x4 were designed for both wavelengths. The zone radii for each was calculated using a program written in MATLAB. The program allows the user to input the desired lens wavelength, diameter, and NA and then outputs the appropriate zone radii. These zone radii, along with drawings of the mask layout, were sent to a commercial mask maker for fabrication. The lens arrays and corresponding alignment marks in these drawings were then produced on a chrome on quartz mask using electron beam lithography.

4.2 Substrate Preparation

Substrate preparation and all fabrication processes thereafter were performed in a class 100 clean room to prevent particle contamination. Using a process similar to that outlined by Roncone, the glass substrates are first soaked in deionized (DI) water and 15 drops of Micro cleaner for five minutes to help loosen surface contaminants. Each sample is then scrubbed lightly by hand, while wearing gloves, and rinsed thoroughly in DI water. Next the samples are placed in fresh DI water and Micro and sonic cleaned for four minutes for a more concentrated cleaning. After the sonic clean, the substrates are again rinsed in DI water. Another sonic cleaning in 100% ethanol (absolute) follows for four minutes. The ethanol is then drained and the substrates are baked in a vented oven at 180°C for one hour. The purpose of the ethanol rinse and following bake is to help remove water from the substrate. Any residual water will affect the adhesion of photoresist to the substrate.

4.3 Photoresist Deposition
Shipley Type P primer is first spun onto the substrate prior to photoresist deposition using a Solitec spinner. The primer is hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) based and its purpose is to increase photoresist adhesion to the substrate by both removing any residual traces of water and by forming an interfacial bonding layer for the photoresist. A syringe with a 0.2 μm filter is then used to apply two drops of primer to the center of the substrate. The primer is allowed to remain static on the substrate for 10 seconds and then is spun at 4000 rpm for 30 seconds. Four drops of Shipley 1811 positive type photoresist are then applied to the center of the substrate, again using a filtered syringe. The substrate is then immediately spun for 30 seconds at a selected speed. The speed selected determines the thickness of the photoresist film produced. Photoresist has a characteristic thickness versus speed curve based on its viscosity. The more viscous it is, the thicker it will spin at a given speed. Table 4-1 gives both experimentally obtained values and manufacturer supplied values of thickness versus speed data for the photoresist used. Experimental thickness measurements were made using a Tencor Alphastep 200 stylus profiler. Thickness vs. speed experiments were also conducted with thinner added to the photoresist. By adding thinner, the viscosity of the photoresist can by tailored to yield a desired photoresist thickness.

After the photoresist is deposited on the substrates, the substrates are
Table 4-1  Speed vs. thickness values for Shipley 1811 photoresist.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed (rpm)</th>
<th>Experimental Values</th>
<th>Manufacturer's Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

baked again. This stage of the process is known as the soft-bake and it occurs for thirty minutes at 90° C.

4.4 Exposure and Development

A Karl Suss MJB3 mask aligner with a 325 nm UV light source was used to expose the mask onto the substrates. The mask aligner was used in a constant intensity mode at 15 mW/cm². The exposure time setting varied as a function of photoresist thickness. The thicker the photoresist layer, the longer the exposure time necessary to expose the mask pattern all the way through the photoresist to the glass substrate. To determine the necessary exposure time, a mask with linear gratings was exposed to a number of substrates, each for a different exposure time. The substrates were then examined using the stylus profiler to determine the proper exposure time. The proper exposure time was determined by examining the square well pattern formed in the photoresist by the mask exposure. If the height of the square well features in the photoresist was not equal to the known height of the photoresist, the exposure time used was insufficient. Using this procedure it was determined that the necessary exposure time for a photoresist thickness on the order of 1 μm was 15 seconds and 8
seconds for a thickness on the order of 0.6 μm.

After exposure, the samples were immersed in Shipley 352 developer for one minute. They were then immersed in DI water for another minute and then blow dried with nitrogen gas. A hard bake followed at 110°C for thirty minutes. Figure 4-2 presents a summary of the fabrication steps thus far.

A. Substrate Preparation:

1. Soak slides in DI water and 15 drops Micro for 5 minutes.
2. Scrub lightly while wearing gloves.
3. Sonic clean in fresh DI water and Micro for 4 minutes.
4. Rinse thoroughly with DI water.
5. Sonic clean in 100% ethanol for 4 minutes.
6. Drain and bake in a vented oven at 180°C for one hour.
7. Cool to ambient.

B. Photoresist Deposition:

1. Place 2 drops of primer on substrate. Let stand for 10 seconds. Spin dry at 4000 rpm for 30 seconds.
2. Place 4 of drops photoresist on substrate. Immediately spin for 30 seconds at appropriate speed for desired thickness.
3. Bake at 90°C for 30 minutes.
4. Cool to ambient. Place substrates in dark box.

C. Exposure and Development:

1. Deep UV exposure of substrate.
2. Immerse in developer at 21°C for 60 seconds.
3. Immerse in DI water for 60 seconds.
4. Blow Dry with N₂.
5. Hard bake at 110°C for 30 minutes.

Figure 4-2 Procedures for substrate preparation and development.
4.5 Binary Photoresist Gratings

Without the ability to etch, the realization of four level lenses was not possible. However, using the surface relief profile of the photoresist, the formation of binary lenses in photoresist was possible. The thickness of the photoresist necessary to produce a binary element with the proper phase modulation is calculated using Equation 3.11,

$$d_M = \frac{\lambda}{2M(n-1)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} 4.1

In this case, $M$ equals one since only one mask is necessary to produce a binary lens. The index of refraction of Shipley 1811 photoresist at 670 nm is approximately equal to 1.64. Thus the necessary photoresist thickness is 0.52 μm for a wavelength of 670 nm and a thickness of 0.61 μm for a wavelength of 780 nm. The photoresist thickness was tailored to be close to these thickness values using the spinning parameters discussed in section 4.4.

A 4x4 array of lenses was produced in this fashion. Each lens in the array has a 500 μm diameter, 59 zones, and a f-number of 3.5.

4.6 Focal Length Measurements

The focal length of the microlenses was measured using the Foucault or knife edge test. In the Foucault test, a knife edge placed behind an illuminated lens produces a characteristic shadow pattern or Foucault graph in image space. The shadow pattern allows the viewer to determine where the knife edge is with respect to focus (Figure 4-3). When the knife edge is inside focus, it will block the lower rays leaving the lens causing the shadow pattern to consist of a dark
region on top and bright pattern on the bottom. The opposite shadow pattern is obtained when the knife edge is placed outside of focus. When the knife edge is exactly at focus, the shadow pattern will be all dark.

Light from a 670 nm laser diode incident on a 500 µm pinhole was used to illuminate a single microlens at a time. A razor blade serving as the knife edge was placed on a x-y-z translation stage and positioned directly against the substrate. The knife edge was then translated away from the substrate until the focus point was located by observing the shadow patterns. The focal length was taken as the distance the knife edge was translated from the lens and was measured to be approximately 1.5 mm. This is in close agreement to the design focal length of 1.562 mm. The accuracy of this measurement was limited to the precision of the micrometer on the translation stage, which was 10 µm and the small thickness of the razor blade. Another limiting factor was determining the exact location of focus from the Foucault graph because of noise present from light scatter. This poor signal to noise ratio is a result of the relatively low diffraction efficiency of a binary element (i.e. 40.5%).

4.7 Diffraction Efficiency Measurement

To measure diffraction efficiency, light from a 670 nm laser diode was first coupled into 4 µm diameter single-mode fiber. A microlens array was placed one focal length from the output of the fiber, and a single lens in the array was illuminated at a time. Light intensity was measured at two locations behind the lens array with a silicon photodiode. The first measurement was taken with the
detector immediately behind the lens to measure the total power present in all diffraction orders. The second measurement was made two feet behind the lens to determine the power present in only the first diffraction order. The diffraction efficiency of each microlens was taken as the ratio of the power in the first diffraction order to the total power in all the orders. Table 4-2 gives the diffraction efficiencies from three experimental runs for several lenses on two different substrates. The average diffraction efficiency for the lenses on

| LENS | SAMPLE 1 | | | | SAMPLE 2 | | | | |
|------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|
|      | #1       | #2       | #3       | Average  | #1       | #2       | #3       | Average  |
| 1    | 36.88    | 36.82    | 36.798   | 36.83    | 38.69    | 39.01    | 39.21    | 38.97    |
| 2    | 38.48    | 37.31    | 37.36    | 37.72    | 39.46    | 38.92    | 39.52    | 39.3     |
| 3    | 38.18    | 38.21    | 37.65    | 38.01    | 39.51    | 38.89    | 39.3     | 39.23    |
| 4    | 38.98    | 38.96    | 38.64    | 38.86    | 39.72    | 39.49    | 39.65    | 39.62    |
| 5    | 38.63    | 38.6     | 38.83    | 38.69    | 39.75    | 39.55    | 39.65    | 39.65    |
| 6    | 37.33    | 39.13    | 38.94    | 38.47    | 39.78    | 39.21    | 39.55    | 39.51    |
| 7    | 38.32    | 37.48    | 38.13    | 37.98    | 39.62    | 39.39    | 39.9     | 39.64    |
| 8    | 37.78    | 37.62    | 38.06    | 37.82    | 39.27    | 39.65    | 39.59    | 39.50    |
| 9    | 38.01    | 37.87    | 38.27    | 38.05    | 39.52    | 39.08    | 39.37    | 39.32    |
| 10   | 37.87    | 38.14    | 37.82    | 37.94    | 39.27    | 39.39    | 39.11    | 39.26    |
| 11   | 37.52    | 38.59    | 38.44    | 38.18    | 38.95    | 39.05    | 38.77    | 38.92    |

| Total Average= 38.05% | Standard Dev.= .54 |
| Total Average= 39.36% | Standard Dev.= .25 |

Table 4-2 Diffraction efficiencies of diffractive lenses from two different samples. $\eta_{\text{Max}}$ is the maximum theoretical diffraction efficiency.
each substrate is very close to the calculated theoretical maximum diffraction efficiency which takes into account errors in depth. The depth error for samples one and two was less than 4%, and thus had very little effect on the maximum possible diffraction efficiency. A third sample having a 13.9% photoresist depth
error was also tested. The resulting maximum theoretical diffraction efficiency was lowered to 38.04%. Diffraction efficiency measurements of this sample are given in Table 4-3. Again, experimental results were very close to theoretical. The major source of error between experimental and theoretical values is attributed to errors in measuring the actual photoresist depth and calculating depth error. This is due to variations in photoresist thickness across the substrate. Other sources of error arise from misalignment of the lenses and losses due to Fresnel reflections.

| SAMPLE 3 \( \eta_{\text{MAX}}=38.04\% \) |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| LEN$^\$ | #1 | #2 | #3 | Average |
| 1 | 36.49 | 35.66 | 37.5 | 36.55 |
| 2 | 36.73 | 36.96 | 36.36 | 36.82 |
| 3 | 35.57 | 35.97 | 36.36 | 35.97 |
| 4 | 35.14 | 35.51 | 35.23 | 35.29 |
| 5 | 36.9 | 35.66 | 34.78 | 35.78 |
| 6 | 36.2 | 35.66 | 34.78 | 35.55 |
| 7 | 35.8 | 35.21 | 35.16 | 35.39 |

Total Average = 35.89%
Standard Dev. = .55

Table 4-3 Diffraction Efficiencies for lenses with depth errors.
5.0 Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (VCSELs) Used as SEED Drivers

VCSELs are solid state lasers that emit light perpendicular to the wafer they are made from. This is opposed to edge emitting lasers where the light is emitted in plane. Because VCSELs emit out of the plane, large two dimensional arrays of lasers can be made. These are particularly useful for optical interconnects or highly parallel optical computing schemes. Here we discuss considerations for using VCSELs to drive and readout SEEDs.

5.1 Laser Driver Circuit

In order to obtain uniform light output over time we chose to drive the VCSEL laser array with current sources. The contact resistance of each laser can vary across an array and from array to array. Using current sources to drive the lasers removes the variation in the contact resistance as a source of variation in light output since the output resistance of our current sources is at least 100,000 W and the laser contact resistance is usually less than 1,000 W. In addition the laser output becomes nonlinear with applied power when locally heated by the application of high current (power) as shown in figure 5-1. Since we were driving the lasers at a light level well below the maximum, the light output would be proportional to the current alone, assuming the overall temperature of the chip was held constant. So the current sources would allow the diode lasers to be operated without concern over the voltages required by individual lasers. This was an important requirement as the laser diode array
was not in hand until the latter half of the project and it was thought that as much as 10 volts might be required to drive some of the lasers.

5.2 Method

The temperature of the laser diode array was held constant with a TE cooler and an active controller. A thermistor mounted alongside the chip provided the controller with a measure of the chip temperature. The chip itself was mounted in a carrier with a metal base so that good thermal contact was maintained between the chip and the TE cooler.

![Graph showing the relationship between the current of the driven laser diode and the photocurrent generated.](image)

**Figure 5-1**
Figure 5-2 shows a simple model for the laser diodes used. The capacitance (C) is no more than 1 pf and the resistance (R) is between 200 and 400 ohms for the devices we used. The forward diode drop was assumed to be about 1 volt. The lasers had a threshold current of about 10 ma and tended to enter a multimode condition usually before reaching 20 ma. This multimode condition caused an instability in the direction of polarization of the light output. We could not tolerate this as our system was sensitive to polarization. So we chose to drive the lasers with a current over a range of 12 to 16 milliamperes adjusting the current for uniformity of light output.
Figure 5-3. Laser Diver

Figure 5-3 shows the laser driver circuit as employed in the system. A collector current is "programmed" by asserting a voltage at the base of the transistor. This voltage, plus one diode drop, will appear at the emitter. The collector current is then

$$i_c = \frac{v_b + 0.6 - v_{dd}}{R_e + R_v}$$

where $i_c$ is the collector current (and therefore the current through the laser diode), $v_b$ is the base current, $R_e$ is the emitter resistor, and $R_v$ is a 500 W
potentiometer. The potentiometer adjusts the current from about 5 milliamperes to about 30 milliamperes. A logic pattern generator drives a FAST TTL inverting buffer that in turn drives the circuit from 0 to about 3 volts. The two 510 W resistors are added to keep the output of the TTL inverter at about 3 volts in its high state. The 110 W resistor and 6.3 pf capacitor on the base set the risetime of the circuit so that adjusting the potentiometer does not influence the risetime to any great degree. This circuit will easily drive the laser diodes to 50 MHZ square wave or to about a 100 megabits per second data rate. The pattern generator we used to drive the circuit is limited to a data rate of 50 megabits per second.

Figure 5-4. Upper trace is the VCSEL drive signal and the lower trace is VCSEL light out (down is more light). Horizontal is 5 ns/div, vertical is 5 v/div. Signal out is delayed by about 10 ns so negative going drive signal corresponds to light out. The shorter output signal occurs because the circuit band limits the drive signal to a sinusoid like signal and then clips it at the low voltage side of the signal producing a shorter output pulse than the input pulse.
The bottom trace in figure 5-4 shows the actual light output from a vertical cavity laser when driven by a 50 MHZ square wave. The laser was driven at high currents so that it was operating in the multimode condition mentioned earlier. Figures 5-5 and 5-6 show the linear polarization components of the same laser. These polarization components are aligned with the lattice axes. It can be seen that the vertically polarized modes start out strong but are quickly dominated by the horizontally polarized modes.

![Image](image_url)

Figure 5-5. Horizontally polarized output (bottom trace).
5.3 Control of Wavelength

It is important that when using VCSEL arrays to read out SEEDs that the wavelength of the VCSELs be centered on the SEED band edge. The average wavelength for the array can be controlled by varying the array temperature but if the wavelength is different for each VCSEL across the array then not all the VCSEL wavelengths may be close enough to the wavelength of the SEED band edge. An example of wavelength variation across a VCSEL array can be seen in figure 5-7. The VCSELs near the brightest and the darkest corners are not usable as they are too far from the SEED wavelength center of approximately 8550 Å.
Wavelength Variation Across VCSEL Array

Figure 5-7.
6.0 Conclusion

Although optical computing has much potential for future high speed computing needs, it is still ultimately limited to the devices available. This report has focused on the study of a few key components used in the optical computing model of Fig 1-1. Experiments on S-SEEDs, VCSEL driving electronics, and diffractive optics have been presented. Each is a key component for the processor which is described in reference [7].

---
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